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Experiments 

- Measurement of physical quantities such as length or volume or force 
o Density 
o Inertia & mass 
o Centre of mass 
o Parallelogram of forces 

- Cooling and heating 
o Specific heat capacity 
o Latent heat of fusion/vaporization 
o Heat transfer 

- Springs and balances 
o Hooke’s Law 

- Timing motion or oscillations 
o Pendulum 
o Ticker tape 

- Electric circuits 
- Optics equipment such as mirrors, prisms and lenses 

o Light ray box - refraction 
o Total internal reflection 
o Dispersion of light 
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Topic 1: General Physics 
1.1 Length and time 

Measuring Length 

Measuring instrument Range Smallest scale division Common errors 

measuring tape few meters 0.1cm - parallax error 
- inaccurate setting at zero mark 

meter rule 1 meter 0.1cm 

vernier caliper 10cm 0.01cm - zero error 
 

micrometer screw gauge 2cm 0.001cm 
 

Measuring Time Intervals 

Timing Device Example of use Common errors 

clock/watch car parking parallax error of pointer 

stopwatch time oscillations of pendulum reaction time error 

electronic light-gate timer 100m race misalignment of light beams 
- Timing devices need to be checked periodically to ensure they do not run too slow/fast 

 

Measuring Mass and Volume 

 Regular solid Irregular solid Liquid 

mass electronic balance = total mass − beaker mass 

volume = base area × height 

displacement/eureka can 
(volume displaced) measuring cylinder measuring cylinder 

(final-initial volume of water) 
 

1.2 Motion 

Equations of linear motion 

1. 𝑣 = 𝑢 + 𝑎𝑡 a = acceleration (ms-2) 

v = final velocity (ms-1) 

u = initial velocity (ms-1) 

t = time taken (s) 

s = displacement (m) 

2. 𝑠 = (
𝑢 + 𝑣

2
) 𝑡 

3. 𝑠 = 𝑢𝑡 +
1
2

𝑎𝑡2 

4 𝑣2 = 𝑢2 + 2𝑎𝑠 
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- Diffraction of water waves 

Wider obstacle Narrow obstacle 

  

Narrow gap Wider gap 

 
 

- The narrower the gap, the more waves spread out 

- When the gap is much wider than the wavelength of the waves, there is little diffraction 

 

3.2 Light 

- A form of energy 

- Travels in the form of electromagnetic wave 

- Can travel through solid, liquid, gas and vacuum 

o Travels fastest in vacuum 

- Light of different colours travel at the same speed in vacuum (3 × 108 ms−1) 

- Can be reflected or refracted 

3.2.1 Reflection 

- Law of reflection: 

o The incident ray, reflected ray and normal all lie in the 
same plane 

o Angle of incidence, i = angle of reflection, r  

- Characteristics of image formed by plane mirror:  

1. Virtual 

2. Laterally inverted 

3. Upright  

4. Same size as object 

5. Object distance = image distance 
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Isotopes 

- Isotopes: atoms with the same number of protons but different 
number of neutrons 

- Automatic thickness monitoring  

o β-radiation (Penetration in between α and γ) 

o If too thick, reading drops 

o Need to have a long half-life, ensure variations in count 
rate are due to variations in thickness of foil/paper 

- Radioactive tracers 

o γ-radiation (can be detected outside body) 

o Short half-life, decays completely after a few weeks 

- Carbon dating 

o Measure count rate of radioactive carbon 

- Detect pipe leakages 

o γ-radiation (high penetration) 

- Smoke detector 

o α -radiation (high ionizing) 

o Smoke absorbs ions created by α-radiation, current decreases, alarm goes off 

- Sterilizing surgical equipment (γ) 

- Food preservation (γ) 

- Radiotherapy (γ) 

- Nuclear fuel (γ) 

 

5.2 Radioactivity 

5.2.1 Detection of radioactivity 

- Use a Geiger counter / GM-metre 

- Background radiation:  when there is no radioactive source, detector will detect a small & fluctuating 
reading (in a narrow range)  

o Cosmic rays 

o Radon gas 

- Radioactive decay: an unstable nucleus becomes stable by emitting alpha/beta/gamma radiation 

o Is random 

- Effects of background radiation: 

o Usually is harmless (low count rate) 

o If is high, can lead to cancer/genetic mutation and radiation sickness 
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